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be affected by fracking operations. Am I getting my water from local wells or munic
pal supplies? Where could spills or contamination occur in my community? How mig
hey affect my drinking water resources? Where are my drinking water and other wa
esources located in relation to oil and gas wells and reservoirs? How much water w
ypical well use in my region, what will be the source of this water, and will it take w
er away from other uses? How and where would drilling companies dispose of their

waste water, chemicals, or other potentially harmful materials? Is my public water tre
ment facility accepting hydraulic fracturing wastewater? Is it able to adequately trea
his wastewater? How could potential changes in drinking water quality or quantity 
ect the health of my community, especially among those most vulnerable such as c
ren or those with illnesses? What emergency preparedness measures are in place t
eal with potential spills or contamination? What measures are in place to ensure th
ealth and safety of workers involved in the fracking operations and to respond to t

medical needs of work-related accidents or health emergencies? Could pollutants fr
ncreased machinery and trucking or oil and gas drilling change air quality in my are
Could these air quality changes cause health problems in my community? Who is re
ponsible for monitoring air quality changes in my locale and how would local officia
espond to data showing deterioration in our air quality? Could the location of wells
ccess roads cause problems with noise, dust and light pollution? How many oil and

workers could move to my community, how will they impact our services (like fire, p
mbulance, schools and hospitals, and for how long? How might an influx of worker
ect rental values, affordability, and availability of housing?  Could it respond to dem
or more? How much employment could oil and gas drilling bring to the residents of
ommunity?How much revenue could oil and gas drilling bring to my local and state
overnment and how are these distributed among us?  To what extent will the activ

ncrease the local tax base and tax collections? What about costs? What about work
afety? Will oil and gas development degrade local outdoor recreation/tourism opp
unities, disrupt cultural resources, or damage scenic vistas? What other kinds of soc
hanges could oil and gas drilling bring to my community? How could they have an 

pact on public and mental health? To what extent is there communication and collab
on across the community on this issue, including regular meetings? To what extent
here opportunities for residents to learn about what is occurring, to engage in loca
isions that affect their lives, and to make their voices heard?In terms of water quan

n certain areas it might be worthwhile to encourage planners to do an explicit trade
nalysis to see how water availability for other uses might be affected by fracking o
ons. Am I getting my water from local wells or municipal supplies? Where could sp
r contamination occur in my community? How might they affect my drinking water
ources? Where are my drinking water and other water resources located in relation
il and gas wells and reservoirs?  How much water will a typical well use in my regio

what will be the source of this water, and will it take water away from other uses? Ho
nd where would drilling companies dispose of their waste water, chemicals, or othe

potentially harmful materials? Is my public water treatment facility accepting hydrau
racturing wastewater? Is it able to adequately treat this wastewater? How could po
ential changes in drinking water quality or quantity affect the health of my commun
specially among those most vulnerable such as children or those with illnesses? Wh
mergency preparedness measures are in place to deal with potential spills or conta
ation? What measures are in place to ensure the health and safety of workers invol

SCIENCE, upt cultural resources, or damage s
d oil and gas drilling bring to my c
ic and mental health? To what extent

DEMOCRACY, 
he community on this issue, including regular meeting
unities for residents to learn about what is occurring
ffect their lives, and to make their voices heard?In ter

d

AND FRACKING
g g p p

e how water availability for other uses might be affected by fr
etting my water from local wells or municipal supplies? Where 
ation occur in my community? How might they affect my drink

A Guide for Community Residents and Policy Makers
Facing Decisions over Hydraulic Fracturing

The Center for Science and Democracy at the Union of Concerned Scientists
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Introduction

If you are an active citizen in a community facing decisions about fracking, this toolkit is for you. It provides practi-

cal advice and resources to help you identify the critical questions to ask and get the scientific information you 

need when weighing the prospects and risks of shale oil or shale gas development in your region.

Hydraulic fracturing—or “fracking”—involves drilling a well into shale formations deep underground and injecting 

millions of gallons of water under high pressure, along with chemicals and sand, to break open fissures in the rocks 

and release oil and natural gas. Recent advances in fracturing technology and other forms of “well stimulation” 

such as acidization, coupled with horizontal drilling (rather than conventional vertical drilling), have made it easier 

to reach previously inaccessible oil and natural gas reserves, leading to a rapid expansion in domestic oil and gas 

production. 

The pace of growth is driving many communities to make decisions without access to comprehensive and reliable 

scientific information about the potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing on their local air and water quality, com-

munity health, safety, economy, environment, and overall quality of life.

To make sound decisions about fracking, we need independent science to 

play a strong role in informing our public dialogue. This toolkit can improve 

decision making on fracking by helping you to:  

M
J
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If oil or gas deposits have been found in or near your  

community and fracking operations are being considered  

or are ongoing, you are likely facing some difficult questions 

and active discussions on whether or how to 

proceed. Like most residents, you want to know 

about the risks and safety of hydraulic fractur-

ing operations, consider any potential threats 

these operations might pose to your community, 

weigh the potential economic benefits and risks, 

and understand how to protect your commu-

nity’s health, safety, and quality of life. 

Identifying the Critical Issues in Your CommunityM

A Brief Overview of Oil and Gas Operations  
and Commonly Used Terms

unconventional oil and gas development -
-

Hydraulic fracturing

well pads

-
open containments -

bore

casing

frack

 
idle plugging

L
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WATER QUANTITY AND QUALITY

Hydraulic fracturing can use vast amounts of water—as much as a few million gallons for a single well. This may place 

competing claims on water in regions with limited resources. While some water used for fracking can be recycled, the 

process consumes large quantities of water. For instance, a single well may require 3 million to 12 million gallons of 

water when it is first fracked. 

In terms of water quality, oil and gas drilling can potentially contaminate drinking water supplies in several ways, most 

commonly from flaws in the well bore, methane migration, and wastewater. Chemicals, fuel, and drilling wastewater can 

spill or leak while they are being transported, while they are stored and handled during the operation itself, and when 

they are treated and disposed of after fracking. Leaks can also occur in producing wells or improperly plugged wells. 

Faulty well construction has also contaminated groundwater, and there is ongoing scientific debate about how hydrau-

lic fracturing itself could contaminate groundwater. 

Baseline testing and monitoring of groundwater, nearby surface waters, and private wells before, during, and after 

drilling are critical to determine whether chemicals or other pollutants from fracking operations are contaminating 

drinking water supplies, and to verify whether water used by municipal suppliers is contaminated.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:

 

 
 

 

 

 

AIR QUALITY

Some research suggests that unconventional oil and gas development can affect air quality. Drilling may produce and 

increase emissions of methane, ozone, and hazardous air pollutants including benzene and xylene around the well site. 

Workers or others close to the site may be exposed to high levels of silica dust. Oil and gas drilling often involves high 

levels of truck traffic, which can increase diesel exhaust and soot (fine particulate) pollution near wells. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:

 

 

The complete process of hydraulic fracturing for oil and gas development, from exploration to production,  

can affect a community’s well-being in numerous ways. Here are some critical areas to consider: 
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LAND USE AND ECOLOGY

Unconventional oil and gas development can have a major impact on the landscape of your community. For example, 

hydraulic fracturing requires a network of “feeder” pipelines that can degrade ecosystems or break up wildlife habitats. 

Construction of well pads and access roads may cause similar ecological disruptions. This could be especially trouble-

some in areas with higher levels of oil and gas development, or in areas with at-risk ecosystems and wildlife.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:

 

INFRASTRUCTURE

Increased truck traffic during well pad construction, hydraulic fracturing of wells, and fuel production can strain roads 

and bridges (especially if they were not built for industrial use) and interfere with local traffic.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:

 

 
 

EARTHQUAKE RISK

The process of hydraulic fracturing does not typically cause detectable earthquakes at the surface. However, deep-

well injection of fracking wastewater has been linked to a handful of noticeable earthquakes in the United States.  

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:

 

CLIMATE CHANGE

Methane can leak from a gas or oil well during and after drilling, although there is disagreement on how much 

leakage usually occurs. These emissions are explosive and can cause asphyxiation at high enough concentrations. 

Further, as a potent heat-trapping gas, methane can contribute to global warming. Methane leakage aside,  
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investment and reliance on fossil fuels such as oil and gas hampers the development of clean, renewable energy  

resources, further exacerbating climate change.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:

 

 

 

 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Communities in which unconventional oil and gas development is under way typically experience an influx of oil 

and gas workers, higher traffic volume, and changing demands on public services, resources, and infrastructure. 

The negative impacts of these changes can include increased noise and light pollution, a drain on affordable hous-

ing, more traffic accidents, higher crime rates and violence against women, alcohol and drug abuse, and strains on 

emergency and social services. Yet oil and gas development can also boost local employment, businesses, and tax 

revenues. 

Research suggests that communities that proactively address oil and gas development by creating opportuni-

ties for citizen engagement, strong local leadership, and clear communication and collaboration among local 

government, businesses, social service providers, environmental groups, oil and gas companies, schools, workforce 

development organizations, and others are much more successful at managing both the opportunities and the 

challenges from such activity.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS TO ASK:
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Critical Questions to Ask
QUEST ION

 
ACT ION

QUEST ION

ACT ION

-

-

QUEST ION

ACT ION

Land Use Analysis

QUEST ION

 

 

ACT ION

-

QUEST ION

 

ACT ION

1

2

4

5

3
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Assessing the Scientific Information J

1

2

3
4

Top Four Tips for Finding Reliable Information Online

Scientific information about hydraulic fracturing technologies and impacts 

can be complex and uncertain. But even as this science evolves, there are 

still steps you can take to learn more about it from reliable, independent 

sources before your community makes important decisions on fracking in 

your region.  

When searching for information online, use terms like “hydraulic fracturing” and “unconven  

 tional oil and gas development,” which will return technical and government resources that you may not find  

 when using terms like “fracking” and “natural gas.”  

Reach out to scientists at nearby universities and state and federal government agencies.   

 Since the impacts of drilling can vary by region, seek out local assessments and experts whenever possible. 

 They may be able to help you find reliable sources, synthesize results, analyze the limitations of current re  

 search, and relate this information to your local needs. 

 Determine whether people being quoted have the knowl- 

 edge and experience to speak authoritatively about the science. Determine whether these experts have ties 

 to oil and gas companies, are consultants for companies or trade associations, or would directly benefit from 

 drilling (for example, if they own property on which drilling would occur). 

Rely on experts who contribute to and cite information 

 from peer-reviewed journals—that is, research that has been examined by other experts—whenever pos- 

 sible. If someone discusses data from a report, try to find out whether the data were collected independently 

 or self-reported by an oil or gas company.

 Seek out information on the organization’s funding and affiliations to help determine  

 its independence. A data source with multiple affiliations (industry, government, nonprofits) may  

 offer more comprehensive information on the topic.
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Checklist for Determining  
Reliable Information

Reliability Indicator

Heavily weighted toward 

reliability

Some indication that the 

source is reliable

Needs further review

Raises some suspicions  

about unreliability

Heavily weighted toward 

unreliability

Other criteria 
to consider

News article  
or video

Report or 
study
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES TO JUMP-START YOUR SEARCH

Here is a sampling of good information on hydraulic fracturing and its impacts. For a more comprehensive list, see 

the Informational Resources Appendix at www.ucsusa.org/HFToolkit.

 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2010/10/101022-breaking- 
fuel-from-the-rock/
Provides an interactive and easy-to-follow animation of each  

step in the horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing process,  

along with detailed information.

—  

http://www2.epa.gov/hydraulicfracturing 
Overview of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) studies and  

laws related to hydraulic fracturing, plus links to other sources that  

offer detailed information on shale gas and the fracking process.

http://fractracker.org/
Maps of well sites and community regulations, plus  

downloadable data on individual drill sites.

Critical  
Questions  
for Researchers to 
Ensure Credibility 
of Their Work
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Whether you are an informed citizen or a credentialed scientist, you can 

have a say in your community’s policies and decisions on unconventional 

oil and gas development. To be most effective, you need to be aware of the 

typical stakeholders with whom you should engage, along with the primary 

regulatory approaches and policy solutions to consider. 

IDENTIFYING KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Federal, state, tribal, and local stakeholders are often involved in creating, implementing, 

monitoring, and enforcing oil and gas policy. It’s important to understand what powers and 

authorities they have, what their political and/or economic interests are, what other stake-

holders influence their decisions, who their allies are, who their primary constituents are (e.g., 

industry, shareholders, the public), and who their opponents might be.

Most of the stakeholders listed in the table on p. 12 have websites with infor-

mation on the best way to contact them on specific issues, but don’t be afraid 

to call their general office number if you are unable to identify an appropriate 

department or individual. Your state representative or elected municipal of-

ficial’s staff may also help steer you toward the relevant stakeholders.

To build the most effective relationship with these stakeholders, engage with them during each phase of the  

discussions. Establish contact early in the process—before drilling decisions are made. If drilling proceeds, stay  

in touch throughout the development process and continue discussions after drilling is completed.

Navigating the Policy Process 
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 Stakeholders Roles 

-

-

-

Typical  
Realm of  
Engagement*
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POSSIBLE REGULATORY RESPONSES  

After considering the critical questions and identifying key stakeholders, you may want to explore different types 

of policies that could be discussed during your town or state’s decision-making process. The federal government 

regulates many aspects of oil and gas development on public lands, but states and tribes play a critical role in proper 

enforcement of laws and management of drilling activities. 

Many existing federal laws could effectively govern activities associated with hydraulic fracturing. However, several  

of these laws currently include loopholes that exempt the oil and gas industry from comprehensive regulation. While 

such laws provide the grounds for studying the health and environmental impacts of unconventional oil and gas 

development, and for appropriate governance and monitoring, improvements are needed to ensure these laws will 

be effective.

 Potentially gives the EPA the authority to regulate much of the hydraulic fracturing pro-

cess related to groundwater quality. Exemption: The Energy Policy Act of 2005 exempted hydraulic fracturing unless  
the fracking fluid contains diesel fuel.

 Gives the EPA the authority to limit air pollution from hydraulic fracturing operations. Exemption:  
Pollution from groups of oil and gas wells cannot be aggregated for the purpose of determining regulatory standards.

 Gives the EPA the authority to regulate impacts of hydraulic fracturing on surface waters and pre-

vents the dumping of certain wastes into surface waters. Exemption: Fracking wastewater is not considered to be a 
pollutant if the waste is managed by the state and therefore a federal permit is not needed for disposal. 

 Requires well operators to keep a record on-site of all 

hazardous chemicals used. Exemption: The EPA decided that oil and gas exploration is not one of the sectors covered.

 Gives the EPA the authority to regulate hazardous waste and non- 

hazardous solid waste. Exemption: Wastes from oil and gas fields are exempt because of the costs of compliance  
and the existence of similar regulations in some states.

What counties, cities, and towns can do about hydraulic fracturing depends on the degree of authority granted to 

them by the state. Here are some examples of the kinds of decisions undertaken at the state and local level.

Local regulations include:

 noise and dust mitigation, conditional or  
 special-use permits, time-of-day limitations,  
 aquifer and ecosystem protection overlays)

 utility pricing

State regulations include:

pollution controls

 requirements

 requirements

Go to www.ucsusa.org/HFToolkit for  
for more information on the policies below.
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-

-

How Some Communities Have Taken Action on Fracking

-

-

-
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Advancing an Informed Public Discussion

You can voice your concerns, questions, and opinions to policy makers via 

in-person meetings, phone calls, and letters, or at public hearings, town hall 

meetings, municipal votes or resolutions, town planning and zoning board 

meetings, rulemaking comment periods, and project reviews.   

The following resources can help you determine the best time and place to engage and voice your concerns:

 

 comment periods online

Check out our guide to the federal legislative process at http://www.ucsusa.org/action/the-us-legislative- 
process.html to identify where fracking decisions could be publicly discussed and made. The milestones of  

initial bill introduction, amendment or comment period, and signing by an executive are generally  

applicable to state government.

TAP INTO YOUR COMMUNITY’S RESOURCES 

Local scientists and experts. Researchers, scientists, and engineers at local or nearby colleges and universities 

who are studying hydraulic fracturing and its impacts can discuss research findings with you, help identify reliable 

information, direct you to other organizations and resources, and even collaborate on specific actions. Local com-

munity health organizations, hospitals, or public health commissions can also be good sources of information.   

Community groups. By joining a group already active in your community, you can immediately get involved in 

public discussions, share information, experiences, and resources, and engage with active and concerned residents. 

A simple Internet search for local environmental, health, or community organizations will likely give you a good 

starting point, but be mindful that such groups might have pre-existing positions or biases on the issue.

If you want to form your own local group focused specifically on fracking, it would still be helpful to reach out to 

these other organizations. Consider holding meetings and public discussions in a library, community center, house 

of worship, or local branch of a community service organization.

Local media sources. Connecting with the local media 

to raise awareness is a vital aspect of moving the discus-

sion on fracking forward. The Union of Concerned Scien-

tists Activist Resource Center at http://www.ucsusa.org/
action/activist-resource-center.html provides tips on 

numerous activities including how to write an effective 

letter to the editor and how to raise issues at public meet-

ings. Check local television station, newspaper, and radio 

websites for information on how to contact reporters,  

submit editorials or notices for publication or broadcast,  

or get a story or event covered.  
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Engagement strategies for communities facing oil  
or gas development 

General strategies: 

 Identify venues for 

 public discussion—interviews with the local media, community/town hall meetings,  

 call-in days, meetings with elected officials—and have your say. 

 Encourage your region’s air and water quality monitor- 

 ing agency (typically the state environmental department) to review its data for changes 

 in air quality—especially ozone, to test water samples for common fracking compounds,  

 and to monitor and disclose any spills or accidents by oil and gas companies. Ask your  

 elected officials and regulatory agencies to require companies to fully disclose the chemicals they are using 

 in hydraulic fracturing operations (to understand the effects hydraulic fracturing may have on air and water  

 in your region).

 Urge your local government, business community, social service providers,  

 workforce development organizations, environmental groups, and other nonprofits to meet regularly and  

 share what each is experiencing and doing. This will help your community identify and respond quickly and 

 comprehensively to challenges and opportunities. 

For communities considering the possibility of wells: 

Urge your local and state governments to conduct stronger studies—by inde- 

 pendent, certified firms—of the area’s air and water quality and environmental resources before a well is 

 drilled. This will enable researchers to better study hydraulic fracturing impacts and help hold those respon- 

 sible for any resulting pollution, harm, or damage accountable. Consider whether and how local groups can 

 press for these kinds of studies.

A “cumulative effects” analysis, conducted prior to any exploration or 

 production activities, will describe how oil and gas development could affect the health, safety, economy,  

 and environment of your community. 

Landowners may be in the unique position to protect public health and the 

 environment by controlling whether or not drilling takes place on their land.

For communities with existing or expanding wells: 

Stay informed about enforcement actions taken by government agencies  

 against oil and gas companies, and don’t hesitate to report suspicious activity or wrongdoing. These agencies  

 include the federal or state environmental protection agency and your state’s oil and gas commissions. If you  

 are concerned about a recent spill, consider contacting your state agricultural extension office for free soil  

 testing and your state public health agency for water testing.

 Through contract agreements, city/town zoning ordinances, and local  

 regulations or resolutions, you may be able to get oil and gas operators to change some of their operations 

 strategies, like their hours or seasons of operation, their water source, or their traffic routes. 

For communities with abandoned wells: 

Operators who have recently plugged a well may be required to monitor water quality  

 near the well. Contact your state’s environmental department to obtain these data.

Particularly old or troublesome wells may not have been properly  

 plugged, allowing substances to leak. If you suspect or notice leakage from an old well, contact your state’s oil  

 and gas regulatory board. It may require the former operator to plug the well properly, or it may have a program  

 in place to do so.
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MOVING THE DISCUSSION AS A SCIENTIST OR TECHNICAL EXPERT 

If you have scientific or technical expertise on unconventional oil and gas development, you can be an invaluable re-

source to local organizations, media outlets, policy makers, and your fellow citizens. Your perspective can help promote a 

more informed public dialogue and better decisions. 

There are many ways to share your knowledge. You can “translate” and/or summarize the results of your own research 

into a readable and accessible format for non-experts. You can write op-eds for local newspapers, host “teach-ins” for lo-

cal residents, tweet or write a blog, or engage with local and state politicians and their staffs. Before you do, it will help to 

be properly prepared.

 What is it about my research, technical understanding, or scientific perspec- 

 tive on this topic that relates to people’s daily lives, and how can I help them understand the issues better?  

 Which aspects of my work will resonate with which audiences (businesses, city officials, specific demographic   

 groups, etc.)?

; include a clear and concise main message; 

 provide memorable quotes that either contain vivid images, show how you feel about your work, or put your 

 results into perspective (e.g., “For the first time ever, we found evidence that . . .”); and steer clear of  

 speculation—be clear about what you don’t know. 

To make the most of your interactions with the media and policy makers—including tips on how to get a  

 meeting and how to become a scientific resource and authority— Scientist’s Guide to Talking 
 with the Media at www.ucsusa.org/ScientistsGuide and the numerous other resources at www.ucsusa.org/ 
 scientiststipsandtools. 

Consider shaping your research agenda by  who can help you understand your  

 community’s biggest concerns. 

To help citizens concerned about the impacts of hydraulic fracturing but unsure of where to look for answers,  

  (individuals, organizations, publications) you know to be reputable sources of  

 information.

Fracking is a controversial issue. You may face criticism, questions about your expertise, or even personal attacks from in-

dividuals who do not like your research results, conclusions, or recommendations. In anticipation of such circumstances:

Sometimes a few pre-determined words can help  

 steer the conversation back to your main message (e.g., “I see where you’re going with that question, but what’s 

 really important here is . . .” or “That’s not my particular field of research, but what I can tell you is . . .”

 

 Science in an Age of Scrutiny  

 at www.ucsusa.org/scientistsunderscrutiny for details  

 on these and other strategies.

Go to www.ucsusa.org/sciencenetwork for more 

resources specifically for scientists and experts.
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Conclusion

The Center for Science and Democracy at the Union of Concerned Scientists 

hopes you find this toolkit provides you with the practical advice, resources, 

and information you need to help your community weigh the prospects and 

risks of hydraulic fracturing and make informed decisions.

Available online resources

www.ucsusa.org/HFtoolkit. 

www.ucsusa.org/HFreport.   

This toolkit was written by Danielle Fox, Jessie Agatstein, Deborah Bailin, Stephen Rabent, and Pallavi Phartiyal.

Design: Penny Michalak

The information contained in this report is the sole responsibility of the authors, and does not necessarily reflect the 

opinions of the individuals who reviewed and commented on it.

This toolkit was informed by the discussions at our Lewis M. Branscomb Forum “Science, Democracy, and Community 

Decisions on Fracking.” The expertise and deliberations of the working group participants helped shape this resource. 

The authors thank the following individuals for their review of the toolkit: Timothy W. Kelsey of The Pennsylvania State 

-

Future; Irma R. Muñoz of Mujeres de la Tierra; John Quigley, independent contractor; Connie Lewis of the Meridian 

Institute; and Christopher L. Weber of the IDA Science and Technology Policy Institute. Their comments and sugges-

tions greatly improved it. The author also thanks Meghan Sahli-Wells for sharing the story of Culver City, Los Angeles, 

Kathleen Rest for their careful review of the toolkit.

The Center for Science and Democracy works to strengthen American democracy by advancing the essential role of 

science, evidence-based decision making, and constructive debate as a means to improve the health, security, and 

prosperity of all people. 

www.ucsusa.org/scienceanddemocracy 

The Union of Concerned Scientists puts rigorous, independent science to work to solve our planet’s most pressing 

problems. Joining with citizens across the country, we combine technical analysis and effective advocacy to create 

innovative, practical solutions for a healthy, safe, and sustainable future. 

www.ucsusa.org
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With your help we can promote evidence-based decision 
making, combat efforts to silence or misconstrue science 
in public discussions, and equip scientists, analysts, and 
policy makers with the resources they need to develop 
science-based solutions to our common problems.

 

 

SCIENCE, DEMOCRACY, AND FRACKING 
A Guide for Community Residents and Policy Makers

Facing Decisions over Hydraulic Fracturing
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Message is mixed on fracking 

By NEELA BANERJEE

JULY 28, 2013, 6:13 AM

W ASHINGTON -- One year ago, the Environmental Protection Agency finished 

testing drinking water in Dimock, Pa., after years of complaints by residents 

who suspected that nearby natural gas production had fouled their wells. The 

EPA said that for nearly all the 64 homes whose wells it sampled, the water was safe to drink.

Yet as the regulator moved to close its investigation, the staff at the mid-Atlantic EPA office in 

Philadelphia, which had been sampling the Dimock water, argued for continuing the 

assessment.

In an internal EPA PowerPoint presentation obtained by the Tribune/Los Angeles Times 

Washington Bureau, staff members warned their superiors that several wells had been 

contaminated with methane and substances such as manganese and arsenic, most likely 

because of local natural gas production.

The presentation, based on data collected over 4 1/2 years at 11 wells around Dimock, 

concluded that "methane and other gases released during drilling (including air from the 

drilling) apparently cause significant damage to the water quality." The presentation also 

concluded that "methane is at significantly higher concentrations in the aquifers after gas 

drilling and perhaps as a result of fracking [hydraulic fracturing] and other gas well work."

Critics say the decision in July 2012 by EPA headquarters in Washington to curtail its 

investigation at Dimock over the objection of its on-site staff fits a troubling pattern at a time 

when the Obama administration has used the sharp increase in natural gas production to rebut 

claims that it is opposed to fossil fuels.

In March 2012, the EPA closed an investigation of methane in drinking water in Parker County, 

Texas, although the geologist hired by the regulator confirmed that the methane was from gas 

production. In late June, the EPA dropped a study of possible contamination of drinking water 

in Pavillion, Wyo., despite its earlier findings of carcinogens, hydrocarbons and other 

contaminants in the water.

"We don't know what's going on, but certainly the fact that there's been such a distinct 

withdrawal from three high-profile cases raises questions about whether the EPA is caving to 
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pressure from industry or antagonistic members of Congress," said Kate Sinding of the Natural 

Resources Defense Council, an environmental group.

The EPA confirmed the authenticity of the presentation about the Dimock wells but said it was 

the work of one employee.

"This presentation represents one [on-scene coordinator's] thoughts regarding 12 samples and 

was not shared with the public because it was a preliminary evaluation that requires additional 

assessment in order to ascertain its quality and validity," said EPA spokeswoman Alisha 

Johnson.

"The sampling and an evaluation of the particular circumstances at each home did not indicate 

levels of contaminants that would give EPA reason to take further action," Johnson said. 

"Throughout EPA's work in Dimock, the agency used the best available scientific data to 

provide clarity to Dimock residents and address their concerns about the safety of their 

drinking water."

At the same time, the energy industry and its congressional allies have hammered the EPA for 

undertaking the studies, which they say are a pretext for regulatory overreach.

"They have attempted to link fracking to water contamination in at least three cases, only to be 

forced to retract their statements after further scrutiny proved them to be unfounded," Rep. 

Lamar Smith (R-Texas), chairman of the House Science Committee, said at a recent hearing.

Robert B. Jackson, professor of environmental sciences at Duke University, who has researched 

methane contamination in the Dimock area and recently reviewed the presentation, said he was 

disappointed by the EPA's decision.

"What's surprising is to see this data set and then to see EPA walk away from Dimock," Jackson 

said. "The issue here is, why wasn't EPA interested in following up on this to understand it 

better?"

The EPA staff presentation about Dimock was an interim analysis of water sampling data 

collected by Pennsylvania regulators and, later, by the EPA, from 2008 to June 2012.

The presentation provides charts for nine of the 11 Dimock-area wells, tracking natural gas 

production work in the area and the concentration of methane and metals over a four- to five-

year period, depending on the well. Some wells underwent a "short-term disruption," or a rise 

in methane in the water six to eight months after nearby gas development activity. Over two or 

three years, the concentration of methane fell.
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Four other wells experienced long-term disruption to their water quality, according to the 

presentation. In those instances, methane levels did not fall over time but remained high after 

an initial increase or began to climb after a period of decline. The presence of metals such as 

manganese and arsenic also rose over time in some of those wells.

A study by Jackson and other Duke scientists published in June indicates that drinking water 

wells near natural gas production in northeastern Pennsylvania, including Dimock, are at 

greater risk of methane contamination than those farther away.

Methane is the primary component in natural gas. In enclosed spaces, such as sheds and 

basements, it poses the risk of asphyxiation and explosion. There is little research into the long-

term effects on human health from prolonged exposure to methane in drinking water.

Scientists and regulators say that when methane ends up in well water, it is usually because of 

faulty metal casings inside a natural gas well that allow methane to seep out as it travels to the 

surface or shoddy concrete work that is supposed to keep gas and water from moving into the 

space between the well casings and the rock.

Though EPA officials concluded that Dimock water was safe to drink, the mid-Atlantic EPA 

office nevertheless asked the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to evaluate the health 

risk.

Cabot Oil & Gas Corp., the company drilling in Dimock, asserts that the methane in the water is 

unrelated to oil and gas development. "Through our investigation, Cabot concluded that 

methane gas existed in groundwater and water wells in the Dimock and Springville townships 

long before Cabot began drilling in the area," said Dan O. Dinges, Cabot's chief executive, in a 

May 29 letter to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee.

Although methane gas occurs naturally in the area's aquifers, the Duke study showed that the 

chemical "fingerprint" of methane in shallow water wells near the gas sites was the same as the 

natural gas extracted from deep underground.

The EPA PowerPoint presentation identified five wells contaminated with methane whose 

chemical fingerprint, or isotopic composition, was the same as methane from the Marcellus 

shale formation at the center of Pennsylvania's natural gas boom.

Fred Baldassare, a former official at the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 

who worked on the state's Dimock studies, disputed the presentation's assertion that some 

wells contained Marcellus methane. Now a consultant for industry and homeowners, 

Baldassare said there was not enough information about the composition of the methane in the 
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wells to draw conclusions about the origin. "It's dangerous and inappropriate to interpret this 

data in a vacuum," he said.

Jackson disagreed, arguing that the methane found does not naturally occur in drinking water. 

"The burden of proof is different here," he said. "The question we're asking is, 'Was there 

enough evidence to warrant further study?' The EPA scientist clearly thought so."

neela.banerjee@latimes.com

Twitter: @neelaeast
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